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Surface-state hole decay mechanisms: The Be„0001… surface
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First-principle calculations and angle-resolved photoemission experiments are combined to analyze the
different contributions to the surface-state hole dynamics at the Be~0001! surface. The computed inelastic
electron-electron scattering rateg is in good agreement with experiment once the electron-phonon contribution
is subtracted.g is strongly influenced by details of the surface band structure. In particular, the intraband
transitions within the surface state itself ignored in traditional Fermi liquid theory contribute 65%285% tog.
This intraband contribution and the highly spatial nonlocality of the self-energy makes the energy and mo-
mentum dependence ofg to be}(EF2E)a ~with a,2! in contrast to the observeda.2 value in noble and
transition metal surfaces.
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Many-body electron interactions are ubiquitious in
physical processes of fundamental and technological inte
in surface science. In particular, the interplay betwe
electron-electron interaction, electron-phonon interacti
and surface morphology is of key importance to explain
complex electron dynamics and quantum interference at
faces including charge and energy transfer. Among other
fects these interactions introduce a finite lifetime,t, that
characterizes how long the quantum state corresponding
quasiparticle, an elementary excitation of the interact
Fermi liquid, retains its identity.

Surface states are very sensitive to local changes at
surface and are ideal to discriminate between screening
calization and vibrational contributions to the quasiparti
dynamics. These two-dimensional~2D! states, observed o
metal surfaces,1 have an increasing importance in both su
face science2 and nanoscale technology.3,4 In spite of this
inherent relevance our fundamental understanding of
mechanisms controlling the electron/hole surface dynam
is still lacking. For instance, theoretical models based o
homogeneous 3D~2D! Fermi liquid5,6 predict a substantially
longer ~shorter! lifetime for surface-state holes than that o
served with both photoemission spectroscopy~PES! ~Refs. 7
and 8! and scanning tunneling spectroscopy~STS!.9,10 By
resorting to the different dimensionality of surface states
bulk screening, the authors in Ref. 10 reconcile this con
versy within a one-dimensional model calculation of the h
decay only at the zone center~Ḡ!. However the physically
relevant energy and momentum dependence oft is missing.
Recent PES and STS measurements of the energy de
dence of the lifetime for the occupiedd-surface state on
Mo~110! ~Ref. 8! and unoccupiedsp-surface state on
Cu~111! and Ag~111! ~Ref. 11! follow a quadratic energy
dependence, considered as a fingerprint of Fermi liquid
havior. This is widely-used in angle-resolved photoemiss
studies to extract information about electron correlations
phase transitions in different compounds, includi
superconductors.4 From those results one is tempted to a
sume that quadratic dependence is a common law for
metals and that any deviation is a signature of electron
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relation or more complex phenomena. In the present le
we show that this is not generally true by performing d
tailed ab initio calculations of the hole decay indifferent
surface states on Be~0001!. The highly spatial nonlocality of
the electron self-energy and the peculiar surface band st
ture provides the basic framework to understand hole dec
ing surface processes at metal surfaces.

The surface states on Be~0001! has been studied exten
sively both experimentally12 and theoretically.13 These states
form a high density 2D electron gas with a high surfa
density of states~DOS! at the Fermi levelEF ~Ref. 13! that
explains many unusual properties of Be~0001!,14 among
them the anomalously large electron-phonon coupling at
surface.15 Figure 1 shows the surface electronic structure
Be~0001! from a self-consistent local density-function
plane-wave pseudopotential calculation using a superce
18 atomic layers of Be~0001! and 6 layers of vacuum. This
supercell is big enough to ensure a good description of b
surface and bulk states.16 The computed surface band stru
ture is in excellent agreement with~PES! data.12,15 So renor-
malization of the quasiparticle energies should be small a
therefore, the Be~0001! surface is an ideal system to direct
investigate the decay mechanisms of 2D quasiparticle
metal surfaces.

The evaluation of the electron-electron scattering con
bution to the linewidthg5t21 was performed within the
first-principles GW self-energy formalism.17 This technique
has been successful in describing electron/hole lifetime
noble and simple bulk metals.18 Here we extend the formal
ism to deal with nonperiodic system such as surfaces
include the specific surface response in evaluating the
namical screening. From the computed ground-state e
tronic structure we evaluate the damping rate of an ini
statec0 through~we use atomic units, i.e.,e25\5me51)

g52
2

V (
n,ki

E0<Enki
<EF

(
g,g8,g9,g-

c0* ~g!cn*

3~ki1g8!Im Wg92g,g-2g8~ki ;Enki
!cn~ki1g9!c0~g-!,

~1!
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FIG. 1. ~Color! The computed
Be~0001! electronic structure
along symmetry directions. The
projected bulk states are in blu
whereas the dashed lines deno
the surface states. All possibl
electronic transitions to a surfac
hole ~open circle! are indicated by
arrows. The calculated linewidth
are shown by colored bands as
function of the momentum.
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whereki belongs to the first 2D Brillouin zone,cn(ki1g)
are the Fourier coefficients of the initial and final wavefun
tion, andg are the reciprocal lattice vectors. The screen
interactionWg,g8(ki ,vnki

) is computed within the random

phase approximation.17 Computingg for pure bulk states18

we determined the convergence of our supercell calcula
to be less than 5 meV.

The results of the present letter namely, the different c
tributions to the surface-state hole linewidth atḠ andM̄ and
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its energy~momentum! dependence are summarized in Tab
I and Fig. 2. As follows from Table I, the computedg at Ḡ is
in good agreement with the experimental value once
electron-phonon contribution is subtracted~see below! and
with the 1D calculation linewidth.10 For the M̄1 state we
found g572 meV that is significantly smaller than the o
measured room temperature value of 380 meV~Ref. 12!
which contains large contributions from phonons, defec
and uncertainties due to experimental energy and momen
nd
FIG. 2. ~Color! The hole line-
width divided by (EF2E)2 as a
function of energy for~a! the Ḡ
surface state alongGM ~red! and
GK ~blue!; ~b! the M̄1 surface
state alongMG ~red! and MK
~green!. Filled circles correspond
to the total linewidth, diamonds
give the contribution from theḠ
state, squares from bulk states, a
triangles from theM̄1 state.
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TABLE I. Surface-state linewidthg ~meV! calculated at theḠ and M̄ symmetry points together with the results from the 3D- a
2D-DEGM and experiments. We have decomposedg in contributions from different states. The computed surface state energies are in
agreement with experiments~in parenthesis!. The lower line shows the 1D calculation results~Ref. 10!.

Contributions tog ~meV! Total decay
Surface Surface state from the from the from the from bulk rateg 3D-DEGM 2D-DEGM Experiment
state energies~eV! Ḡ state M̄1 state M̄2 state states ~linewidth! (T50K)

Ḡ 22.73~22.78! 225 5 ;0 35 265 90 610 281

M̄1 21.83~21.8012! 10 46 ;0 16 72 40 420

M̄2 22.95~23.012! 9 36 9 42 96 105 620

Ḡ 22.80 240 40 280
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resolution. Surprisingly, the calculatedg of the M̄2 state is
only slightly larger than the one atM̄1 which is 1 eV closer
to EF and nearly three times smaller than theg of the Ḡ
surface state which has a similar binding energy. To und
stand this unusual behavior we first clarify the role of surfa
and bulk states in the hole decay mechanism.

In Fig. 2 we analyze in detail the different contributions
g. We divide the transitions appearing in Eq.~1! into intra-
band~i.e., within the surface state itself! and interband tran-
sitions~from bulk and other surface states! ~see the sketch in
Fig. 1!. Intraband transitions turn out to be the main chan
responsible for the hole decay accounting for 85%~65%! of
the totalg at Ḡ (M̄1) and with increasing relevance as th
state approachesEF ~see Fig. 2 for the evolution of~Ḡ! and
g(M̄1) along the symmetry directions!. Special mention
should be given to the evolution of theM̄1 state alongMG.
Figure 1 shows how this state rapidly becomes a resona
in the projected bulk structure as it disperses towardsEF .
This transition is also manifested in a change of the do
nant channel for hole decay ing as we move away from the
bottom of the surface band towardsEF , namely, from intra-
band~2D! to interband~3D bulk! with a non-negligible con-
tribution from theḠ surface state. So 2D inter- and intraba
transitions account for;80% of the fullg at M̄1. This result
demonstrates the competition between the 2D characte
the surface states and the 3D screening and delocalizatio
the underlying bulk states in controlling the hole-decay d
namics at metal surfaces. Furthermore, at theḠ state, the
interband contribution~bulk and from M̄1 state! to the
energy-scaled linewidth„g/(EF2E)2

… are energy indepen
dent ~Fig. 2!. This can be rationalized in terms of the pha
space available for the transitions and the overlap betw
the initial ~surface! and final~3D bulk or surface! wavefunc-
tions, as occurs in a 3D degenerate electron gas m
~DEGM! of an isotropic Fermi liquid. The sum of these tw
contributions is below 20% of the totalg. The case of theM̄2
state is more complicated since it is not a well-defined s
face state as the other two states—it is located mainly at
third and fourth atomic layers13—and it has one more deca
channel, that is, electron transitions from theM̄1 state. For
this state the intraband contribution is only 10% of the f
decay rate, but interband transitions from theM̄1 state ac-
counts for 38% comparable to the 44% contribution fro
bulk states. These results indicate that even for a very w
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surface state inter- and intraband surface transitions pro
more than 50% of the full linewidth. The reduction of th
intraband contribution is responsible for the smaller lin
width at M̄2 as compared to theḠ state and thus the evalu
ated linewidth is closer to the expectations from a 3
DEGM ~see Table I!. Thus deviations from quadratic law
stems from the peculiar character of the dynamica
screened surface-state transitions contributing tog. This ex-
plains the different momentum and energy dependence in
as compared to other metal surfaces~Cu, Ag, and Mo!.8,11 It
can also be the explanation for the measured19 quasilinear
dependence ofg in graphite.20

As stated before, it is necessary to address the issu
how the low dimensionality of the surface influences t
energy dependence of the hole linewidth and compare w
the results from a 2D~3D!-DEGM. In the 3D-DEGM the
linewidth scales asg}(EF2E)2,5 while in 2D the depen-
dence is modified tog}(EF2E)2lnuEF2Eu.6 As for Be, the
3D-DEGM givesg590 meV atḠ that is significantly smaller
than our intraband contribution of 225 meV but larger th
the interband one~40 meV!. We attribute the first result to
the absence of surface states in the 3D-DEGM~assumes only
3D bulk transitions and neglects band structure effec!
whereas the latter is a direct consequence of the absence
surface energy gap in 3D-DEGM. On the other hand,
2D-DEGM gives g5610 meV that is now substantiall
larger than our first principle value. This difference is a dire
measurement of the different type of screening in the t
models. The absence of the underlying bulk states in
2D-DEGM strongly limits the screening of the electro
electron interactions. Therefore, larger linewidths are
pected in this low-dimensional screening scenario for
hole decay. In fact, the computed energy-scaled linewidth
Fig. 2 exhibit a clear deviation from the expected const
value of a 3D system and the deviation increases as we
proach theEF . It is quite difficult to conclude the precis
energy dependence ofg ~logarithmic or power law!, but the
computed data shows a strong deviation from standard q
dratic law with an approximate energy dependenceg}(EF
2E)a with a positive but smaller than two~the fitted power
law dependence atḠ is about 1.6!. The highly nonlocal elec-
tron self-energy~peaked at the surface! enhances the contri
butions from intraband transitions within the surface-st
band~2D character!. This effect is common to all metal sur
faces, however the energy and momentum lifetime disp
4-3
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sion is determined by specific surface-band structure
screening~provided mainly by the underlying bulk states!.

We complement this theoretical study of the surface-s
hole dynamics with detailed temperature-dependent angle
solved PES experiment on Be~0001! single crystal.21 The
data were taken at a photon energy of 15 eV and the l
was incident at an angle of 30° from the sample norma
the vertical plane. The combined energy and angular res
tion of the photons and the analyzer was set to 170 meV
60310 mR~corresponds todki50.013 Å21), respectively.
More technical details can be found in Ref. 15.

The measured room temperature linewidth of the surf
state atḠ was 390 meV in good agreement with other roo
temperature PES results 440 meV~Ref. 12! and 400 meV.15

It was found that the linewidth decreases as the surface
disperses towardsEF . This suggests that the impurity/defe
contribution to the spectra is small at theḠ point.22,23 In Fig.
3 we show the summary of all the PES data. First, we fit
the spectra to a Lorentzian plus a linear background. To
tract the electron-phonon contribution, the resulting lin
width versus temperature was fitted following the proced
in Refs. 15 and 24 using a simple 3D Debye model. T
obtained electron-electron plus electron-impurity contrib
tion to g at Ḡ is 281 meV67.2 meV. The difference of 16
meV with respect to the computed linewidth can be ten
tively attributed to impurity contribution. The value of 1
meV is similar to that found for thesp-surface state on othe
close-packed surfaces: 10–15 meV for Ag~111! ~Refs. 9 and
10! and 10–20 meV for Cu~111!.25

The main results~not presented here! of the temperature
dependent study of theḠ surface state at different bindin
energies~BE! alongGK are as follows. The absolute widt
decreases with decreasing BE~the room temperature width
at BE50.35 eV is about 30% smaller than at BE52.8 eV!.
As expected, the phonon contribution changes with BE
BE50.35 eV it is about 35–40% higher than atḠ. As the
absolute photoemission linewidth can be trusted only in
region wheredE/dki50 ~Ref. 26! we make a quantitative
comparison with the theory only for theḠ point.

In conclusion, our first-principle calculations reconcile t
existing discrepancy between the DEGM theory and exp
ment concerning the hole lifetime in the surface-state ban
metal surfaces and provides a basic understanding of the
ergy and momentum dependence of the hole linewidth.
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calculations show that the surface-band structure details
crucial in describing the decay mechanism of a hole in
surface state, in particular, the 2D surface-intraband tra
tions dominate the decay rate of well-defined surface st
~enhanced by the spatial nonlocality of the self-energ!,
whereas screening is mainly controlled by the underly
three-dimensional electron system. Although this scena
has been obtained here for a particular surface, Be~0001!, its
physical origin is completely generally and needs to be
ways taken into account when dealing with quasiparticle
namics in simple, noble, and transition metal surfaces.
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FIG. 3. Measured surface-state linewidth versus temperatur
Ḡ ~open circles!. The line is the Debye model fit~see text for de-
tails!. The inset shows the surface-state spectra at various temp
tures~filled circles! with the fit using to a Lorentzian plus a linea
background~line!.
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